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In this paper, the longitudinal dynamics of a fast-morphing, variable-wing-sweep micro air vehicle are
investigated from a ﬂight dynamics perspective. The time scales over which the morphing occurs are of the same
order as the ﬂight dynamics of the micro air vehicle, due to which the time-varying aspects of the dynamics must be
carefully evaluated. The time-varying characteristic equation (which represents a generalization of the standard
linear time-invariant characteristic equation) for this micro air vehicle is presented in analytic form, and this enables
a characterization of the inﬂuence of different morphing trajectories on the ﬂight dynamics. The concept of a timevarying pole is subsequently adopted and the ﬂight dynamic properties of the time-varying modes are determined. A
tool to properly evaluate the sensitivity of the time-varying modes to different morphing trajectories is demonstrated.
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Nomenclature
A0 t, A1 t, = coefﬁcients of time-varying characteristic
equation
A2 t, A3 t

g

= energy associated with ith mode
= derivative of generalized force F with respect
to state x
= acceleration due to gravity, m=s2
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pitching moment, N-m
ith right pole of a fourth-order system
real part of right pole
imaginary part of right pole
pitch rate, rad=s
sensitivity of ith right pole of fourth-order
system
sensitivity of ith mode of fourth-order system
longitudinal force, N
state vector
longitudinal velocity (m=s)
ith eigenvector associated with a right pole
normal velocity, m=s
normal force, N
pitch attitude, rad
morphing trajectory, rad
ith mode of a fourth-order system
time-varying frequency

I. Introduction

M

ANY studies into morphing aircraft have focused on the
steady-state beneﬁts of altering a conﬁguration for issues such
as fuel consumption, range and endurance, cost and logistics,
actuator energy, maneuverability and airfoil requirements [1–7].
There have also been studies with predominant focus on aerodynamic performance and materials, that have demonstrated clear
beneﬁts of morphing as measured by aerodynamic performance
metrics [8]. Several aeroelastic effects of morphing have also been
studied relative to maximum roll rate and actuator loads [9–12].
Morphing has been cast as a reinforcement learning problem [13],
been analyzed for actuator power requirements [14], and also
employed for maneuvers such as perching [15]. Other investigations
have considered control of morphing systems [16]. A study using
piezoelectric materials designed control only to achieve roll [17]. A
variety of other studies that have investigated control have done so
mostly in the context of actuation energy [18] and control authority
[19] for simple changes in ﬂight condition. Some studies have
considered morphing for control surfaces [20,21] while others have
used a morphing model with a distributed set of control effectors [22]
rather than a shape with fully time-varying dynamics.
Time-varying dynamics have been noted on a variety of aerospace
systems. These effects have been extensively studied on space
systems for issues such as a translating mass within a space station
[23], a moving mass on a solar-sail vehicle [24], a Coulomb tether
that controls the mass distribution of a two-vehicle system [25], a
moving ﬂexible appendage [26], mass expenditure due to thrusters
[27], and ﬂuid sloshing [28]. The effects on rigid aircraft are not as
prevalent due to the time scale of the dynamics relative to any
mass changes; however, studies have noted the inﬂuence of rapid
changes in mass during aerial refueling [29] and even motion due to
ﬂapping [30].
The introduction of morphing, or shape-changing actuation, to an
aircraft will alter the shape and aerodynamics of the vehicle and so is
a clear cause of time-varying effects. These time-varying effects can
have a profound inﬂuence on system performance and must be
considered for some applications. In this paper, an example of a
variable-sweep micro air vehicle (MAV) [31] is used to indicate these
inﬂuences. This double wing section MAV has the capability to
independently vary the sweep of the inboard and outboard sections of
each wing. The wings are able to sweep on the order of a second; and
since this is of the same order of magnitude as the ﬂight dynamics, the
time-varying nature of the morphing must be considered, i.e., the
MAV cannot be approximated as a piecewise linear time-invariant
(LTI) system and standard tools of LTI analysis are not applicable for
such a system. The time-varying nature of morphing is studied by
analyzing the MAV as a linear time-varying (LTV) system; and
examining the time-varying modes that ensue due to the occurrence
of a disturbance that hits the MAV at the same time as it is morphing.
Several notions of poles and zeros of LTV systems have been
discussed in the literature [32–35]. For an LTI system, use of the

Laplace transform converts the system to an algebraic representation
whose numerator and denominator can then be factorized in a
conventional manner, to obtain the poles and zeros of the system. For
an LTV system, however, use of the Laplace transform does not (in
general) convert the system to an algebraic representation; therefore
one notion [32] invokes the use of special factorization techniques
that work directly on the ordinary differential equations (ODEs), to
obtain the LTV poles and zeros. In another notion [35], the concept of
extended eigenvalues and eigenvectors (or x-eigenvalues and
x-eigenvectors) for LTV systems is introduced. This notion was
further built upon [33] by demonstrating that performing a QR
decomposition of the state transition matrix of the LTV system can
lead to the computation of the LTV poles of that system. In [34],
notions of Parallel D spectra and Series D spectra are used to
characterize features of LTV system dynamics.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) It presents an analytical representation of the LTV characteristic
equation of the longitudinal dynamics of a variable-sweep morphing
MAV in the form of an ODE with time-varying coefﬁcients. These
coefﬁcients can also be written explicitly in terms of the morphing
trajectory and this represents a generalization of the characteristic
equation of LTI aircraft, to morphing LTV aircraft.
2) It discusses time-varying counterparts of the conventional
short-period and phugoid modes, for fast morphing trajectories for
which the MAV cannot be approximated as a piecewise LTI system.
3) It uses the LTV characteristic equation to introduce a concept
that demonstrates the (continuous) sensitivity of the time-varying
modes to different morphing trajectories.

II.

Time-Varying Poles

A. Computation
1. Two-State System

A concept of poles for a LTV system is derived using a
factorization approach [32] that is related to an argument using
Parallel D Spectra and Series D Spectra [34]. This concept is derived
for nth-order systems; however, the derivation for a second-order
system is useful for tutorial purposes. Consider a LTV system Eq. (1)
that is equivalently written using operator notation D  dtd as in
Eq. (2)
0  y  a1 ty_  a0 tyt

(1)

 D2  a1 tD  a0 tyt

(2)

The above expression may be factorized if there exist functions, p1 t
and p2 t, as in Eq. (3) related by a noncommutative polynomial
multiplication o, as in Eq. (4)
D2  a1 tD  a0 tyt  D  p1 tfD  p2 tytg (3)
 fD  p1 toD  p2 tgyt

(4)

An equation which determines p2 t results from deﬁning
Dop2 t  p2 tD  p_ 2 t as given in Eq. (5)
p22 t  p_ 2 t  a1 tp2 t  a0 t  0

(5)

A corresponding expression is also derived for p1 t in Eq. (6)
p1 t  p2 t  a1 t

(6)

The pair p1 t; p2 t form a pole set with p2 t being called a right
pole. Note that this pair is an ordered pole set. These poles are unique
up to the choice of the initial condition. With each time-varying right
pole,
R t there is an associated mode, which is given by p2 t; 0
e 0 p2  d . The system Eq. (1) actually has a pair of right poles and a
pair of left poles. The pair of right poles results from solving Eq. (5)
from a pair of different initial conditions on these poles. Such a pair of
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initial conditions might be having p21 0; p22 0 relate to the poles
from the time-invariant dynamics before morphing is started;
however, there can be some conditions under which such a choice of
initial values can lead to unbounded poles p21 t and/or p22 t. For
second-order LTV systems, a phase plane analysis has been used [36]
to determine an analytical representation of these conditions; under
which an alternative choice of initial values p21 0; p22 0 would
have to be used. Either way, the right poles are sufﬁcient to describe
the system since the left poles are simply their counterparts as
described by Eq. (6). Associated with each pole are also a set of
eigenvectors. Each eigenvector vi and its associated pole p2i must
satisfy Eq. (7)
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At  p2i tvi t  v_i t

(7)

where At is the system matrix, which for Eq. (1) has the structure


0
1
(8)
At 
a0 t a1 t
The state response xt is ﬁnally written in Eq. (9) in terms of these
time-varying parameters. Note that this response depends on modes,
which relates to the integral of the poles, as opposed to depending
directly on the poles
xt  C1 v1 t21 t; 0  C2 v2 t22 t; 0

(9)

where C1 and C2 depend not only the initial conditions on the states
x0, but also on the initial conditions of the poles p21 0; p22 0.
2.

Four-State System

The generalized form of a four-state system is expressed in
Eq. (10). In this case, the derivatives of the state wt are multiplied
by real coefﬁcients of A0 t, A1 t, A2 t, A3 t. The expression is
altered using operator notation, given as D  dtd as in Eq. (2), to
generate Eq. (11)

xt  C1 v1 t41 t  C2 v2 t42 t  C3 v3 t43 t
 C4 v4 t44 t

The decomposition of the states into the form of Eq. (15) indicates
the time-varying parameters essentially diagonalize the system. In
other words, a matrix deﬁned as Vt  v1 tjv2 tjv3 tjv4 t will
diagonalize the system matrix as long as Vt is invertible and
bounded.
The stability of the system is determined by the relationship in
Eq. (15). Essentially, the system has asymptotic stability for which
states will tend to equilibrium if and only if the magnitude of the
mode goes to zero as time increases. This condition, which is
expressed as j4i j ! 0 as t ! 1 for each i  1; R2; 3; 4, is equivalent
to a condition on the real part of the pole being 01 pR  d < 0.
B.

Modal Interpretation

The concept of modal parameters is used in the dynamic
community to disseminate the behavior of a system in terms of a few
common characteristics. The parameters of natural frequency and
damping are commonly used as such characterizations of LTI
systems. The evaluation of LTV systems cannot immediately use
these same deﬁnitions; however, related concepts of periodicity and
decay envelope have essential similarity and are readily available.
Consider the oscillatory response of a two-state system, as
originally given in Eq. (9), with the coefﬁcients normalized to ease
presentation as in Eq. (16). Also, assume the generalized poles to be
complex conjugates such that p21  p22  pR  |pI as in Eq. (17).
The complex exponentials can then be expressed in terms of sines
and cosines as in Eq. (17)
Rt
Rt
(16)
21 t  e 0 p21  d  e 0 pR |pI  d
Z

Z

Rt
Rt
t
t
pR  d
pR  d
0
0
e
cos
pI  d  |e
sin
pI  d
0

(10)

 D4  A3 tD3  A2 tD2  A1 tD  A0 twt

(11)

The concept of an ordered set of poles, p1 t; p2 t; p3 t; p4 t is
used, to relate to the dynamics as in Eq. (12)

An oscillatory response with decay is demonstrated in Eq. (17). The
nature of the oscillations and the decay are both determined by the
integrals of real and imaginary parts of these poles.
The decaying nature of the response, which is similar to the
damping of a linear time-invariant system, is determined by the
varying magnitude of the exponential in Eq. (17). The resulting
envelope is given in Eq. (18) by adding the complex-conjugate poles

D4  A3 tD3  A2 tD2  A1 tD  A0 twt

R t p21 p22 
Rt
d
2
envelope t  e 0 pR  d  e 0

(12)

The right pole, which is the only pole needed to fully characterize the
response of the system is generated as a solution to Eq. (13). Note that
again the right pole, p4 t, actually has four values of p4i t resulting
from choice of initial conditions for the poles

Rt

d3 p4i
d2 p
 4p4i t  A3 t 24i  6p24i t  A2 t
3
dt
dt


dp4i
dp4i 2
 p44i t  A3 tp34i t
3
 3A3 tp4i t
dt
dt

!t 
C.

(13)

A set of eigenvectors are again associated with each pole. Each
eigenvector vi and its associated pole p4i must satisfy Eq. (14)
At  p4i tvi t  v_i t

(14)

The states of the system are computed as a linear combination
of
R
these eigenvectors and the modes, given as 4i  exp 0t p4i t,
associated with each pole. The resulting expression is given along
with the scalar constants Ci in Eq. (15)

(18)

The oscillations occur with a frequency related to the imaginary
part of the time-varying pole. The time-varying natural frequency
!t is obtained from Eq. (17) and given in Eq. (19)

0

 A2 tp24i t  A1 tp4i t  A0 t

0

(17)

d4 w
d3 w
d2 w
dw
 A0 tw
0  4  A3 t 3  A2 t 2  A1 t
dt
dt
dt
dt

 D  p1 tD  p2 tfD  p3 tD  p4 tgw

(15)

0

pI  d
t

(19)

Sensitivity

The preceding discussion assumed a particular trajectory for the
time-variation of A3 t, A2 t, A1 t and A0 t in Eq. (11). For
morphing aircraft, however, there can exist some control over the
choice of these trajectories (details of this are given in subsequent
sections). Using the notation t to represent a morphing trajectory,
for a given morphing duration of 0; tf  with given values of 0 and
tf , there can exist multiple morphing trajectories connecting
these two conﬁgurations. Only one linear function exists to connect
the two points 0; 0 and tf ; tf  in ; t space whereas
multiple quadratic functions exist to connect the same two points.
The class of quadratic functions under consideration are given in
Eq. (20) using real constants of a, b, and c
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t 

Z

at2  bt  c t<  tf
at2f  btf  c t > tf

s4i t  4i t

(20)

which for ﬁxed values of 0 and tf  takes the form
 2
at  tf   0  at2f t=tf  0 t < tf
(21)
t 
tf 
t > tf
To be able to analyze the relative effects of the multiple t
trajectories possible with Eq. (20), we can generalize Eq. (12) to have
the following form:
D4  A3 tD3  A2 tD2  A1 tD
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d3 sp4i
d2 sp4i
 4p4i  A3 
 6p24i  A2 
3
dt
dt2

dsp4i
dA 
 3A3 sp4i
 p_ 4i 12p4i sp4i  2
 3A3 p4i 
d
dt

dsp4i
dA 
dA  2
p4i  6p_ 4i
p4i
3 3
 4p34i sp4i  2
d
d
dt
dA  3
p4i  3A3 p24i sp4i
 2A2 p4i sp4i  3
d
dA 
dA 
p4i  A1 sp4i  0
(23)
 1
d
d

0

An expression for the sensitivity
R of the modes follows directly
from the relationship 4i  exp 0t p4i t. The resulting sensitivity,
s4i t, is given in Eq. (24)

Variable sweep conﬁgurations of MAV.

Fig. 2

sp4i t dt

4i tjaa  4i tja  s4i ta a  . . . . . .
(22)

Different morphing trajectories will lead to different dynamics and
thus different modal behavior. It is important to relate the different
modes with the different morphing trajectories. A measure of
sensitivity to the morphing trajectory provides valuable information
about the poles and modes. Such a measure indicates the amount by
which the poles and modes, and consequently the response, will vary
for a given change in the morphing trajectory. A sensitivity,
da
4i
 dpda4i d
, is introduced in this paper and computed for
sp4i t dp
d
each pole, p4i t, associated with a fourth-order system using the
relationship of Eq. (23). This relationship includes coefﬁcients of A0 ,
A1 , A2 , A3 from the original dynamics in Eq. (11), which are timevarying parameters due to dependency on the morphing

Fig. 1

0

(24)

These sensitivities are useful indicators of the effect of variations
in morphing rate when limiting the trajectories to the quadratic
functions of Eq. (21). Essentially, these trajectories can be parameterized entirely by the coefﬁcients so the sensitivity can also be
parameterized entirely by the coefﬁcients. Consider a morphing
trajectory characterized by the coefﬁcient set of fa; b; cg and another
morphing trajectory characterized by fa  a; b; cg. The timevarying modes will differ for these trajectories as in Eq. (25) where
the mode and its sensitivity are noted as being computed with respect
to the coefﬁcients of the morphing trajectory

 A0 twt  D  p1 tD  p2 t
fD  p3 tD  p4 tgwt

t

(25)

The evaluation of sensitivity can actually be considered at each
instant in time or integrated across a span of time. The instantaneous
sensitivity indicates how varied the mode may be at a given time
instant while the integrated sensitivity indicates a cumulative
variation in the mode.
The concept of mode sensitivity is also a useful tool in determining
the properties of that speciﬁc morphing trajectory that will lead to
good disturbance rejection properties of a mode. This is seen as
The energy Ei of the ith mode is given by Ei 
Rfollows.
1
2
0 4i t dt. From the class of morphing trajectories deﬁned in
Eq. (20), theR one that corresponds to an energy extremum will satisfy
dEi
 0 ) 01 4i ts4i t dt  0. In other words, this particular
da
morphing trajectory will correspond to those value(s) of a such that
the mode and its sensitivity are orthogonal functions. For these
2
speciﬁc value(s) of a, further checking if ddaE2i < 0 enables the
determination of whether that extremum corresponds to a minima;
which in turn means that the morphing trajectory corresponding to
that value of a has good disturbance rejection properties.

III.
A.

Aircraft

Design

Avehicle is designed to admit variations in the sweep angle of each
wing. Figure 1 is a schematic representation of the possible degrees
of freedom in the sweep angle variation. The basic construction uses
skeletal members of a prepregnated, bidirectional carbon ﬁber weave
along with rip-stop nylon. The fuselage and wings are entirely
constructed of the weave while the tail features carbon spars covered
with nylon. The resulting vehicle has a weight of 596 g and a fuselage
length of 48 cm.
The wings actually consist of separate sections which are
connected to the fuselage and each other through a system of spars
and joints. These joints are representative of an elbow and a wrist
which serve to vary the sweep of inboard and outboard wing sections.
The range of horizontal motion admitted by these joints is
approximately 30 deg.
It is noted that conventional aileron control surfaces are omitted
from the aircraft’s ﬁnal design. This feature is a direct result of span
variations created by the dynamic range of morphing conﬁgurations.
Therefore, the wrist joints are designed in such a manner that they
allow both horizontal sweep and rolling twist. This motion is
accomplished by creating a ﬂoating joint that closely mimics the

Different sweep conﬁgurations of MAV.
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various ranges of motion attainable by an automobile’s universal
joint.
The wing surface must be kept continuous for any conﬁguration of
sweeping because of aerodynamic concerns. This vehicle ensures
such continuity by layering featherlike structures within the joint.
These structures retract onto each other under the wing when both the
inboard and outboard are swept back. Conversely, they create a
fanlike cover across the ensuing gap when the inboard is swept back
and the outboard is swept forward. The contraction and expansion of
the surface area created by these structures is smoothly maintained by
means of a tract implemented on the outer regions of each member.
Spars, formed from hollow shafts of carbon ﬁber, are placed along
the leading edge of each wing. These spars act as both a rigid source
to maintain the leading-edge curvature and a connection of each
independent wing joint. The inboard spar is translated horizontally
by a servo-driven linear actuator located inside the fuselage. The
inboard spar is then connected to the inboard wing section at the
elbow joint located on the outside of the fuselage. The inboard spar
then connects at the wrist joint to the outboard spar at roughly the
quarter-span point. The outboard wing region is activated independently of the inboard region by means of a servo attached at the
wrist. The Reynolds number for this vehicle is of the order of
1:2 105 .
The resulting vehicle is able to achieve a wide range of sweep
conﬁgurations. These conﬁgurations include different values of
sweep for the right wing and left wing along with the inboard section
and outboard section; however, this paper will limit the morphing to
only symmetric conﬁgurations with the inboard section and outboard
section having the same sweep such as shown in Fig. 2. Such a
reduction is required to reduce the degrees of freedom to a
manageable amount and facilitate presentation of the ﬂight
dynamics.
B.

Modeling

The ﬂight dynamics are analyzed using Athena Vortex Lattice
(AVL) to estimate the aerodynamics [37]. This low-order code makes
assumptions that the ﬂow is incompressible and inviscid; however, it
is widely used in the community and is particularly accurate for
analyzing micro air vehicles with thin wings [38–45]. The
aerodynamics of the wings are estimated along with ﬂow associated
with slender bodies such as the fuselage.
AVL assumes quasi-steady ﬂow so unsteady vorticity shedding is
neglected. More precisely, it assumes the limit of small reduced
frequency, which means that any oscillatory motion must be slow
enough so that the period of oscillation is much longer than the time it
takes the ﬂow to traverse an airfoil chord. This assumption is valid for
virtually any expected ﬂight maneuver of the vehicle. Also, the rates
in roll, pitch, and yaw used in the computations must be slow enough
so that the resulting relative ﬂow angles are small as judged by the
dimensionless rotation rate parameters.
The introduction of symmetric morphing alters the aerodynamics
and associated values of stability derivatives. These variations
resulting from morphing the sweep symmetrically are primarily
restricted to some derivatives of normal force and all the derivatives
of pitch moment. As such, the standard state-space representation of
the linearized dynamics is modiﬁed in Eq. (26) to reﬂect the
dependency of these derivatives on the morphing trajectory given as
t. Note that the states are deﬁned in terms of perturbations from
trim values. The representation of a morphing aircraft having
independent shape and ﬂight control, as in a LTV system, has been
discussed earlier [16] in the literature
32 3
2 3 2
u
Xw
Xq
g cos 0
u_
Xu
76 w 7
6 w_ 7 6 Zu
Z

u
g
sin

w
0
0
76 7 (26)
6 76
54 q 5
4 q_ 5 4 Mu  Mw  Mq 
0
0
0
1
0

_
We note that in general, all the stability derivatives vary as a
function of the morphing trajectory; however, some of them show
relatively smaller variation (over the entire morphing range), when

compared with others. Accordingly, in Eq. (26), those stability
derivatives that do demonstrate substantial variation during
morphing are represented as functions of , while those that demonstrate relatively smaller variation during morphing, are approximated
as constants. The analysis of time-varying dynamics using the poles
deﬁned in Eq. (13) requires the state-space system in Eq. (26) to be
formulated as a single fourth-order differential equation. In this case,
the equation involving the normal velocity w is considered. The
equations involving the other states can also be derived; however, the
poles associated with the normal velocity are sufﬁcient to characterize the entire system since any pole set associated with a
different state is obtained by a transformation of these poles. The
general form of the fourth-order expression for normal velocity is
given in Eq. (27) by including time-varying coefﬁcients A0 , A1 , A2 ,
and A3 2 R, which are lengthy and therefore deﬁned in the Appendix
d3 w
d2 w
dw
d4 w
 A0 tw  0

A
t

A
t
 A1 t
3
2
3
2
4
dt
dt
dt
dt

(27)

The coefﬁcients in Eq. (27) have signiﬁcantly different
dependencies on the morphing in that while all of them depend on
the stability derivatives of Zw , Mw , Mq , and Mu , which vary with
morphing, not all of them depend on the rate of change of these
stability derivatives. For instance, the value of A0 depends on both the
ﬁrst and second time derivatives for all four of these stability
derivatives [see Eq. (A24)]; conversely, A3 depends only on the ﬁrst
derivative and second time derivatives for Mq and Mu [see Eq. (A1)].
An observation of Eq. (A1) also shows that the effect of morphing on
A3 can even be further mitigated by noting that A3 depends on the
morphing value but not the morphing rate if the morphing trajectory
_u
u
M
Zu
is chosen so as to satisfy M
_q  M
 q   uo. As such, the time variations
M
of certain stability derivatives only affect certain coefﬁcients
depending on the rate of change of the morphing trajectory.
Also, certain morphing trajectories have a potential to cause a
bifurcation that reduces the order of the dynamics. As is evident from
Eqs. (A1), (A7), (A14), and (A24), the coefﬁcients in Eq. (27) each
contain a fraction with the same denominator; and this denominator
becomes zero for certain morphing trajectories. The loss of order is
equivalently viewed by multiplying Eq. (27) by this denominator so
4
that the dependence on ddtw4 is scaled by zero.
Finally, note that substitution of A0 t, A1 t, A2 t, and A3 t from
Eqs. (A1), (A7), (A14), and (A24) in Eq. (13), leads to an analytical
representation of the characteristic equation of this morphing
aircraft. When the aircraft is not morphing, then by substitution of the
time derivatives of p4i , Zw , Mu , Mw , and Mq in Eqs. (13), (A1), (A7),
(A14), and (A24) as being identically zero, this characteristic
equation does indeed reduce to that of a time-invariant aircraft
available in standard textbooks on ﬂight dynamics [46].
Equations (13), (A1), (A7), (A14), and (A24) thus represent a
generalization of the standard characteristic equation of a timeinvariant aircraft, to a morphing aircraft.

IV.
A.

Time-Varying Effects of Morphing

State Responses to Disturbances Occurring During Morphing

The ﬂight dynamics of the vehicle shown in Fig. 2 are analyzed
during symmetric morphing from a backward sweep to having no
sweep. Speciﬁcally, the sweep varies from 30 to 0 deg in 1 s and
then remains at a sweep angle of 0 deg for each wing. This morphing
would be valuable when transitioning from a dive to straight-andlevel ﬂight in a manner similar to biological systems like gulls and
hawks. This transition, especially when operating immersed in urban
environments that are dense in obstacles, may still require rapid
maneuvering for positioning along with gust rejection so the ﬂight
dynamics during the morphing remain of critical importance.
Figure 3 demonstrates the state responses to disturbances
occurring during morphing. Speciﬁcally, an impulse disturbance is
assumed to strike the aircraft at the same instant when the aircraft just
begins morphing. Thus, though the aircraft is ﬂying at trim at t  0 ,
it becomes offtrim at t  0 due to the effect of the disturbance. The
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Fig. 3 Longitudinal states during morphing from 30 to 0 deg over 1 s : Forward velocity (upper left), normal velocity (upper right), pitch rate (lower
left), pitch attitude (lower center and right).

aircraft is a linear time-varying system for the initial 1 s; however, the
response still resembles the traditional modes for a linear timeinvariant system. The pitch rate and vertical velocity show a
high-frequency response that is heavily damped to resemble the
short-period mode; conversely, the airspeed and pitch angle are
dominated by a low-frequency response that is lightly damped to
resemble a phugoid mode.
B.

several characteristics of LTV poles. Observe that the LTI poles
associated with the short-period mode remain nearly constant with
morphing angle; however, the time-varying poles of p41 t and
p42 t, which are initially closest in value to the LTI short-period
poles, decay to a value close to zero at a rate similar to decay of the w
and q state responses due to damping. Also, note that the LTV poles
p43 t and p44 t show the low magnitude and slow decay associated
with a phugiod mode. Finally, p41 t and p43 t are quite distinct
from each other during the initial phase of the morphing; however,
toward the end of the morphing segment they are quite close to each
other.
R
The modes 4i  exp 0t p4i t associated with each pole in
Fig. 4 are shown in Fig. 5. Since the decomposition of the response
depends on the eigenvectors and these modes, they must be
considered when evaluating the ﬂight dynamics. Note that though

Time-Varying Poles and Eigenvectors

The time-varying poles associated with Fig. 3 are computed from
Eq. (13) and shown in Fig. 4 along with the time-invariant poles that
ignore the time-varying effects of morphing. In their computation,
the initial conditions on the LTV poles have been chosen so that the
solution of Eq. (13) results in bounded poles. These results indicate
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Fig. 4 Linear time-varying poles (—) and linear time-invariant poles (– – –) during morphing from 30 to 0 deg over 1 s : real part (upper left) and
imaginary part (lower left) of p41 and p42 , real part (upper right), and imaginary part (lower right) of p43 and p44 .
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0

1

0

our primary interest in these modes is only during the morphing
segment (which ends at 1 s), yet they are demonstrated in Fig. 5 for
longer times for the purpose of evaluating their stability. Toward the
end of the morphing segment, p41 t and p43 t are nearly indistinct
from each other; this is also reﬂected in the time-varying modes.
During the initial part of the morphing segment, the modes 41 t and
42 t show the fast initial variation that is characteristic of a typical
short period. However, these modes continue to remain signiﬁcant
even after this initial decay; and during the time-invariant segment,
they show variation more consistent with the phugoid mode. The
modes 43 t and 44 t show a clear transition around 1 s (which is
when the morphing ends), after which their nature is quite consistent

with that of a typical time-invariant phugiod mode. Indeed, the real
parts of 43 t and 44 t are remarkably similar to the response of
forward velocity, which is predominately due to the phugoid mode,
in Fig. 3.
The nature of the modes agrees with the mathematical properties
that relate them to both the response and the poles. The responses of
Fig. 3 are oscillatory and indeed the poles of Fig. 4 are complex
conjugates so the modes of Fig. 5 are also complex conjugates. The
real and imaginary parts of the modes are noted in Eq. (17) to be 90
out of phase and indeed this phase difference is seen for 41 t and
43 t. Also, the state response should be proportional to the real part
of the mode as noted in Eq. (17) which is demonstrated by the vertical
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Fig. 6 Normalized eigenvectors associated with time-varying modes during morphing from 30 to 0 deg over 1 s: magnitude (upper left) and phase
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velocity in Fig. 3 matching the real part of 41 t (during the
morphing segment) and the forward velocity in Fig. 3 matching the
real part of 43 t.
The issue of stability is directly indicated by the modes of Fig. 5.
These modes demonstrate that the system during this morphing
trajectory has asymptotic stability since the magnitude of each mode
decays to zero as time increases. This result correlates with the
responses shown in Fig. 3 that obviously return to equilibrium. Note
that one guarantee for asymptotic stability is having negative real part
for the time-varying pole. The real part of the poles p43 t and p44 t
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in Fig. 4 are indeed always negative; however, the real part of the
poles p41 t and p42 t are sometimes positive; so the modes 41 t
and 42 t must be computed to ascertain stability.
Finally, the eigenvectors associated with each mode of Fig. 5 are
graphed in Fig. 6 to show the relative response of each vehicle state as
normalized by the vertical velocity. These eigenvectors, similarly as
the poles and modes, show both short-period characteristics and
phugiod characteristics. The eigenvector v1 t initially shows shortperiod motion, with little variation in forward velocity and a phase
difference of 90 between pitch rate and vertical velocity, after which
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Fig. 10 Normalized eigenvectors of v1 associated with time-varying modes during morphing from 30 to 0 deg over 1 s (—) and 2 s (– – –) and 4 s (...):
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the phugoid response is evident. The eigenvector v3 t steadily
transitions to the phugiod response which is primarily motion in
forward velocity and pitch angle which are 90 out of phase. Also,
note that these eigenvectors nearly converge to similar magnitudes
and phases except for a 90 difference in phase of the pitch angle
between v1 t and v3 t.
In summary, the initial times 41 t and v1 t show the characteristics of a typical short period; but after the w and q state
responses have been signiﬁcantly damped out, 41 t and v1 t
transition to show characteristics of a typical phugoid. On the other
hand, 43 t and v3 t show the characteristics of a typical phugoid
for all time. The superposition of 41 t, 42 t, 43 t, 44 t, v1 t,
v2 t, v3 t, and v4 t [in the manner of Eq. (15)] leads to an accurate
replication of the state response demonstrated in Fig. 3.
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Modal Interpretation

A modal interpretation of the poles in Fig. 4 is conducted to relate
these mathematical constructs to standard parameters associated
with ﬂight dynamics. The parameters associated with the LTI poles
are directly computed from the LTI poles themselves while their LTV
counterparts are computed by using Eqs. (18) and (19).
The natural frequencies obtained from the time-varying and timeinvariant poles have some commonalities but also some clear
differences, as shown in Fig. 7. The values are reasonably close for
the entire trajectory when considering the poles associated with the
phugoid mode; however, the values are only close for a short time
when considering the short-period mode. The difference in natural
frequencies for the short-period mode results from the relationship of
the time-varying poles to the states. Essentially, the short-period pole
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Fig. 11 Normalized eigenvectors of v3 associated with time-varying modes during morphing from 30 to 0 deg over 1 s (—) and 2 s (– – –) and 4 s (...):
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40

p41 t is initially relating the oscillatory behavior of the response but
the signiﬁcant decrease in response magnitude due to damping is
actually reﬂected by the time-varying pole decaying to a value close
to zero.
The envelope that bounds the responses are shown in Fig. 8. As
with the natural frequency, the parameters differ for the time-varying
poles and the time-invariant poles. In the case of the envelope
corresponding to 41 , this envelope initially bounds the response of
the pitch rate and vertical velocity which dominate the short-period
response but then, after these states have been damped out, the
envelope reﬂects the bound on the pitch angle.
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The relationship between the state responses and the time-varying
dynamics is further evidenced by considering different trajectories.
In this case, a set of simulations begin with a backward sweep
of 30 deg and transition to having no sweep of 0 deg over 1, 2,
and 4 s.
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The modes are computed in Fig. 9 from the time-varying poles
associated with these morphing trajectories. The effect of the
morphing rate is most evidenced in magnitude variations after 0.2 s.
The lack of variation before 0.2 s results from the fact that morphing
remains slower than the rapid decay caused by short-period damping.
The actual variations are then largest between 0.2 and 4.0 s, which
reﬂects the variations in damping of the phugoid mode (from one
morphing trajectory to the next). The sweep is identical for all
trajectories after 4.0 s and therefore the modes rapidly converge to
similar behavior associated with their respective phugoid mode.
Except for this difference in magnitudes, the modes have similar
nature for each morphing trajectory in that all remain complex
conjugates with similar frequency of oscillation and even guarantee
asymptotic stability due to their convergence to the origin.
The eigenvectors of v1 are given for each morphing trajectory in
Fig. 10. It is seen that the inﬂuence of the morphing rate on the phase
is negligible, while there is a strong inﬂuence on the magnitudes. In
particular, the peak magnitudes are considerably different: the
forward velocity eigenvector shows the largest overshoot for the
smallest morphing rate and the smallest overshoot for the largest
morphing rate. This trend is reversed for the pitch rate eigenvector,
which shows the largest overshoot for the largest morphing rate and
the smallest overshoot for the smallest morphing rate. In the case of
pitch angle, there are actually two peaks for the largest morphing rate,
which merge into a single peak as the morphing rate is decreased. For
longer times, the eigenvectors of v1 begin to transition from
resembling a short period to resembling a phugoid.
The effect of morphing rate on v3 t [shown in Fig. (11)] is
relatively more benign; as such, these eigenvectors show no signiﬁcant peak overshoots, and both forward velocity and pitch rate reach
their steady-state values at the same time as the morphing ends. There
is no signiﬁcant inﬂuence of the morphing rate on the phases of v3 t.

varying poles corresponding to the characteristic equation derived in
this paper are shown to have clear differences from the corresponding
time-invariant counterparts. Further, this time-varying pole is
demonstrated to have relevance to standard concepts such as mode
frequency and envelope that provide considerable practical insight
into the ﬂight dynamics. A continuous sensitivity method is then
used to evaluate the sensitivity of the time-varying modes to different
morphing trajectories. A tool for properly evaluating the ﬂight
dynamics of morphing aircraft with varying morphing trajectories is
thus demonstrated.

Appendix
The coefﬁcients of the time-varying characteristic Eq. (27)
are presented below, for 0  0. The third derivative of normal
3
velocity ddtw3 in Eq. (27) is scaled by A3 and deﬁned in Eq. (A1) using
Eqs. (A2–A6)
A3 t  Zw t 

_ u  N2 M
_ q  N3 M
 u  N4 M
 q  N5
N1 M
(A1)
_ u  D2 M
_ q  D3
D1 M

D1  Zu u20 ;

D2  Zu2 u0

(A2)

D3  Zu2 u0 Mq2  gZu  Xu u0 Mq 
 u20 Mu u0 Mu  Xu Zu  2Zu Mq 

(A3)

N1  2u0 Mu t  3Zu Mq tu20
N2  3Zu Mq t  2u0 Mu tZu u0

(A4)

VI. Effect of Quadratic Morphing Trajectories
In this section, the sensitivity of the ﬂight dynamics to quadratic
morphing trajectories is evaluated. The sensitivity of the timevarying modes from is computed from Eqs. (23) and (27) and
validated by considering the set of morphing trajectories presented in
Eq. (28). In particular, a set of six different values of the parameter of
a associated with the trajectories in Fig. 12 are evaluated. Note that
all these trajectories share the same average morphing rate (when
averaged over the morphing duration of 2 s), but different
instantaneous morphing rates


(

 2a t2 0 t 2
at  12
(28)
t 

t

2
6
The ﬂight dynamics are considerably varied across the set of
morphing trajectories. The associated time-varying modes are shown
in Fig. 13. These modes share similarity in shape; however, their
magnitudes differ dramatically with variations in the instantaneous
morphing rate.
The sensitivity as determined using Eq. (24) is presented in
Fig. 14. In this case, the real part of the modes are shown to have a
relatively high sensitivity, while the imaginary parts have a relatively
low sensitivity. The difference in sensitivity of each mode relative to
the other is evident both pointwise in time, as well as in the time
integral sense.

N3  Zu u20 ;

N4  Zu2 u0

N5  Xu  Mq gZu3  Zu2 u0 Mq Mq  Xu 
 Zu u20 Mu Xu  2Mq   u30 Mu2 

(A6)

2

The second derivative of normal velocity ddtw2 in Eq. (27) is scaled by
A2 deﬁned in Eq. (A7) using Eqs. (A8–A12)
A2 t  3Z_ w  Xw Zu  u0 Mw


_ u  N 4 M
_ 2u  N 2 M
_ uM
_ q  N 3 tM
_ q  N 5 M
 u  N 6 M
 q  N7
N 1 M
_
_
D1 Mu  D2 Mq  D3
(A7)
N 1  2u30 ;

N 2  2Zu u20

(A8)

N 3  u20 X  Zu Zw 2Xu  Mq   3Xu X  u0 Mu Mq 
 2u0 Zw u0 X  Zu Mq   Zu u0 Mq2  gZu 

(A9)

N 4  Zu u0 Xu X  u0 Mu Mq   3Mq X  Zu Zw 
 2Zu2 Mu X  Zu Zw 

VII.

(A5)

(A10)

Conclusions

The ﬂight dynamics of a morphing aircraft must consider the timevarying effects. Toward this end, a variable wing sweep morphing
aircraft is represented as a linear time-varying system, which is then
studied from a ﬂight dynamics perspective. An analytical representation of the time-varying characteristic equation of the longitudinal dynamics is obtained, and this represents a generalization of
the well-known characteristic equation of linear time-invariant
aircraft. The concept of a time-varying pole is adopted and the time-

N 5  u20 X  Zu Zw ;

N 6  Zu u0 X  Zu Zw 

(A11)

N 7  Xu Zw  Xu Mq  Zw Mq gZu3  Zu2 u0 Mq Mq  Xu 
 Zu u20 Mu Xu  2Mq   u30 Mu2 

(A12)
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X  Xu Zu  u0 Mu ;

Z  u0 Mq2  gZu

(A13)

N~ 12  u0 X  Zu Zw Xu X  u0 Mu Mq   u0 Zu Xu Xu X
 u0 Mu Mq   Mu Z  u0 3Mq X2  Zu Xu X  u0 Mu Mq 

The ﬁrst derivative of normal velocity in Eq. (27) is scaled by A1
deﬁned in Eq. (A14) using Eqs. (A15–A23)
dw
dt

 Zu2 Xw Zu  u0 Mw   Zu Zw X  u0 2Mu Zu Z  Zw u0 X
 Zu u0 Xw Zu  u0 Mw   u0 Mq X
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_ u  N~ 2 Z_ w M
_ q  N~ 3 Z_ w M
 u  N~ 4 Z_ w M
 q  N~ 5 Z_ w  N~ 6 M
_ 2u  N~ 7 M
_ uM
_q
N~ 1 Z_ w M
2
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
_

_
_
_

_


N 8 Mu Mq  N 9 Mu  N 10 Mq  N 11 Mq Mu  N 12 Mq  N 13 Mu  N 14 Mq  N~ 15
_ w  u0 Mw Mq 
A1 t  3Z w  Xw X  2u0 M
_ u  D2 M
_ q  D3
D1 M

N~ 1  2u20 3Zu Mq  2u0 Mu ;

N~ 2  Zu u0 4u0 Mu  6Zu Mq 

N~ 3  2Zu u20 ; N~ 4  2Zu2 u0

(A15)

(A20)


(A14)

N~ 13  u0 Zu u0 Mq2  gZu   Zw u0 X  Zu u0 Xw Zu  u0 Mw 
 u0 Mq X

(A21)

N~ 14  u0 X 2  Zu Xu X  u0 Mu Mq   Zu2 Xw Zu  u0 Mw 

N~ 5  2Zu2 gX  Mq u0 Mq2  gZu   2u0 Xu X

 Zu Zw X

(A22)

 u0 Mu Mq X  Zu Mq  Zu Xu Xu X  u0 Mu Mq 
 Mu u0 Mq2  gZu 

(A16)
N~ 15  Xw Zu Xu  Mq   gMu  Xu Zw Mq
 u0 Mw Xu  Mq gZu3  Zu2 u0 Mq Mq  Xu 

N~ 6  2u30 Zw  Mq ;

N~ 7  2u20 u0 Mu  Zu Zw  Mq 
N~ 8  Zu u20

A0 t 

(A17)

 Zu u20 Mu Xu  2Mq   u30 Mu2 

(A23)

The normal velocity w in Eq. (27) is scaled by A0 deﬁned in
Eq. (A24) using Eqs. (A25–A41)

d3 Zw
 w  Xw u0 M
_ u  Xu X  u0 Mu Mq   Mw u0 Mq2  gZu  u0 M
_ q   Xw u0 M
_ u  u0 Mw M
_ q  u0 Mq M
_w
 u0 M
dt3
3
2
_ 2u  N^ 2 Z_ w M
_ uM
_ q  N^ 3 Z_ w M
_ u  N^ 4 Z_ w M
_ q  N^ 5 Z_ w M
 u  N^ 6 Z_ w M
q
N^ 1 Z_ w M
7
6
6 N^ 7 Z_ w  N^ 8 M
_ 2u  N^ 9 M
_ uM
_ w  N^ 10 M
_ uM
_ q  N^ 11 M
_ u Z w  N^ 12 M
_ uM
q 7
7
6
7
6
6 N^ 13 M
_ u  N^ 14 M
_ wM
_ q  N^ 15 M
_ wM
 u  N^ 16 M
_ wM
 q  N^ 17 M
_ w  N^ 18 M
_ 2q 7
7
6
7
6
6 N^ 19 M
_ q Z w  N^ 20 M
_ qM
 u  N^ 21 M
_ q  N^ 22 Z w M
 u  N^ 23 Z w M
 q  N^ 24 Z w 7
5
4
 u  N^ 26 M
 q  N^ 27
N^ 25 M

_ u  D2 M
_ q  D3
D1 M

N^ 1  2u30 ;

N~ 9  u20 Xu X  u0 Mu Mq Zw  Mq   Zu u0 gX  Mq Z

N^ 2  2Zu u20

(A24)

(A25)

 u0 2Xu  Mq Zu Z  Zw u0 X  Zu u0 Xw Zu  u0 Mw 
 u0 Mq X  2u0 ZX  u0 X  Zu Mq Xw Zu  u0 Mw 
 2u0 Zw u0 Xu X  u0 Mu Mq   Zu Z  u0 Mq Xu X
 u0 Mu Mq 

(A18)

N^ 3  u20 Xu X  u0 Mu Mq   2u0 u0 Xu X  u0 Mu Mq 
 Zu u0 Mq2  gZu   u20 X2Xu  Mq 

N^ 4  u0 3Zu Mq X  Zu Xu X  u0 Mu Mq   2u0 Mu X;
N~ 10  2Zu u20 Mu ;

N~ 11  Zu u20

(A19)

N^ 5  u20 X;

N^ 6  Zu u0 X

(A26)

(A27)
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N^ 7  u0 Xu X  u0 Mu Mq   Zu u0 Mq2  gZu Xu X  u0 Mu Mq 
 u0 Xu Xu X  u0 Mu Mq   Mu u0 Mq2  gZu X
 Zu gX 

Mq u0 Mq2

 gZu X

N^ 26  u0 Zw X2  Zu Xu X  u0 Mu Mq   Zu2 Xw X
 u0 Mw Mq   Zu XXw Zu  u0 Mw 

(A40)

(A28)
N^ 27  Xw Zu Xu2  Xw u0 Mu Xu  Mq   u0 Mw Mq2

N^ 8  2u30 Xw Zu  u0 Mw   Zw Mq ;
N^ 9  u30 2u0 Mu  3Zu Mq 

(A29)

N^ 10  2u20 Zw X  Zu Xw Zu  u0 Mw   Zu Zw u20 2Xu  Mq 


3Zu Zw u20 Mq

(A30)
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N^ 11  u20 2u0 Mu  3Zu Mq ;

N^ 12  Zu Zw u20

(A31)

N^ 13  2Xu u0  u0 Mq Zw Zu u0 Mq2  gZu   u0 Mq X
 u0 XXw Zu  u0 Mw   Zu u0 Xw X  u0 Mw Mq 
 u20 Xw Zu  u0 Mw   Zw u20 Mq Xu X  u0 Mu Mq 
 2u0 u0 Xu X  u0 Mu Mq   Zu u0 Mq2  gZu Xw Zu  u0 Mw 
 Zw u0 Mq2  gZu X  u0 Mq Xu X  u0 Mu Mq 
 Xw X  u0 Mw Mq u0 X  Zu u0 Mq 
 Zu Zw u0 gX  Mq u0 Mq2  gZu 

N^ 14  2Zu u30 Mu  3Zu2 u20 Mq ;

(A32)

N^ 15  Zu u30 ;

N^ 16  Zu2 u20

(A33)

N^ 17  Zu2 u0 gX  Mq u0 Mq2  gZu   u0 Xu X
 u0 Mu Mq u0 X  Zu u0 Mq   Zu u20 Xu Xu X  u0 Mu Mq 
 Mu u0 Mq2  gZu 
(A34)
N^ 18  2Zu Zw u20 Mu ;

N^ 19  2Zu u20 Mu  3Zu2 u0 Mq ;

N^ 20  Zu Zw u20

(A35)

N^ 21  Xu X  u0 Mu Mq Zw u0 X  Zu u0 Xw Zu  u0 Mw 
 3u0 Mq Zw X 2  Zu Xu X  u0 Mu Mq 
 Zu2 Xw X  u0 Mw Mq   Zu XXw Zu  u0 Mw 
 2u0 Mu Zw Zu u0 Mq2  gZu   u0 Mq X  u0 XXw Zu
 u0 Mw   Zu u0 Xw X  u0 Mw Mq   Zu Zw u0 Xu Xu X
 u0 Mu Mq   Mu u0 Mq2  gZu 
N^ 22  Zu u20 ;

N^ 23  Zu2 u0

(A36)

(A37)

N^ 24  Zu2 gX  Mq u0 Mq2  gZu 
 Xu X  u0 Mu Mq u0 X  Zu u0 Mq 
 Zu u0 Xu Xu X  u0 Mu Mq   Mu u0 Mq2  gZu 

(A38)

N^ 25  u0 Zw Zu u0 Mq2  gZu   u0 Mq X
 u0 XXw Zu  u0 Mw   Zu u0 Xw X  u0 Mw Mq 

(A39)

 gZw Mu gZu3  Zu2 u0 Mq Mq  Xu 
 Zu u20 Mu Xu  2Mq   u30 Mu2 

(A41)
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